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Dear Sir or Madame,
Climate Change; a threat and serious concern regarding all individuals and governments.
Agencies dealing with the tracking of weather have predicted that we will have an
increased amount in the severity along with the amount of natural disasters including but
not limited to flooding, hurricanes, earthquakes and tsunamis due to our changing climate.
These unfortunate events that have been predicted to occur have also encouraged us to
provide a solution for the future and provide stability to individuals, families and our
societies. SURVIVAL, SAFETY and SECURITY on demand.
It is my honor to present to you Global Manufacturers’ revolutionary project, the Domum
Populi units. Our units are designed to help people no matter what the need or desire.
Built from lightweight yet durable materials, the units can be deployed rapidly in any
climate from hot deserts in excess of 40 degrees Celsius to freezing cold areas as low as
-40 degrees Celsius all with the same energy efficient unit (PASSIVE HOME). The
universal units constructed using our technology are lightweight, durable, odorless,
resistant to devastating weather, fire, chemicals, corrosion, mold and bacteria, easy and
inexpensive to maintain, incredibly well insulated (thermal and acoustic), environment
friendly and deployable worldwide in any electrical zones from 110V to 240V with a life
expectancy of over 50 years. Goldshield antiseptic technology application and/or bullet
resistant applications are available upon request.
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These were originally intended for individuals/families displaced by fires, earthquakes,
mudslides, hurricanes, tornados, other natural disaster emergencies, people displaced
by war or political refugees but we see many possible applications for our units including,
but not limited to, personal use such as hunting cabins, camp site houses, floating houses,
sheds, cottage houses, hotel units, portable bathrooms, mobile offices, temporary
housing for contractors or public sector/military applications such as guard houses,
barracks, mobile command units, and mobile hospitals. Our units have an insurmountable
amount of customization available to tailor to anyone’s needs or desires including size,
plumbing, furnishing and color. We also offer underground solutions which can be used
as a basement, tornado shelter, etc. The panels used to create these units can also be
used for other applications such as fences, decks, balconies and roofs. The possibilities
of this project are truly endless. We would love to bring our Domum Populi units to as
many people that are in need.
Our project was initially created to provide shelters but the demand has grown to supply
other groups that could benefit by using our product. With all the different applications,
these will satisfy any group or organization such as police, military, local and federal
government agencies, refugees, homeless, disaster response teams, FEMA, Red Cross,
UN, Caritas, Amnesty International, Habitat for Humanity, sporting goods stores,
charities, etc.
Based on the information stated above, please send us the specifications of the units you
would require for your exact needs. Upon receiving these specifications, we will send you
our proposal based on the information you provided such as thickness of the walls, size
of the unit, furnishing, specialty applications, etc. Retail pricing is set for individual orders,
however, wholesale pricing will be applied for higher quantities.
We look forward to working with you on your projects.
Yours truly,

Piotr Winiarski, CEO
tradeoffice24.com GmbH

